17.269 Puts Students On the Campaign Trail

More Democrats in class

Stewart said there are more Democrats in the class right now. It is "not that much of a home-run" for the Republicans, at the moment. Four years ago the class was more balanced between Republican and Democratic students, he added. In 1988, when this class was last offered, the students working for the Dukakis campaign were quite fortunate because Dukakis' national headquarters was in Boston, Stewart said. These students were "on the inside," Stewart said, citing students who were in what he called the "boiler room" during a national debate. They now campaign advisers seeing the responses Dukakis should have given, he added.

Stewart said he is sure other uni-
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the whole election, of the whole campaign, is about getting money, getting people, getting people aware, and convincing people, is not as issue-oriented or candidate-oriented as it seems," Mendell said. "There's a good money-campaign and on top of a good set of things, it wouldn't happen."

In the past, Tsongas' campaign believed rules prohibiting offensive behavior were "the real problem." Harkin also puts little emphasis on the issue, but he rejects political correctness is not "sane...are dedicated to creating bold new software and subsystem integration and assurance; systems analy-
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